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Abstract 
In order to overcome the occlusion problem in motion segmentation, we propose a new motion segmentation method 
based on edge detection. In this method, we use the Canny edge detection method to segment one frame in an image 
sequence, and then, a motion segmentation method based on pattern recognition is used to remove the background 
edge in Canny segmentation result. At last, some MPEG4 test sequences are used to test our algorithm. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
Model-based motion segmentation is an important method in computer vision. In this kind of method, 
statistical theory is usually employed to estimate model parameters and motion regions. Fablet and 
Bouthemy[1] used the Markov random field and the multiscale Gibbs models to recognize motion in 
image sequences. Rasmussen and Haiger[2] used a Karman filter and the Probabilistic Data Association 
Filter to predict the most likely location of a known target to initialize the segmentation process. 
Cremmers and Soatto[3] used the level set method to implement the segmenting process. Shen et al [4] 
proposed a MAP method. According to it, an iterative algorithm was used to update the motion field and 
the segmentation fields along with the high-resolution images. A main problem of these methods is 
occlusion. When objects are moving, some parts of background can be occluded, while other parts can be 
appeared. Because of the effect of occlusion, the result of segmentation always can’t be very accurate. In 
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this paper, we propose a new model-based segmentation method to get the accurate edge of the moving 
object, and need not much calculation work.  
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we introduce our motion segmentation method in brief; 
in section 3, the background edge removal method based on pattern recognition is described in detail. 
And finally, some experimental result will be shown in section 4. 
2. Motion segmentation base on Edge Detection 
The problem of motion segmentation is actually a problem of pattern recognition. In this paper, the 
pattern recognition work is to classify edge pixels of a frame of an image sequence into two classes—
object or background. During this process, occlusion will not be occurred. The data source of the pattern 
recognition process is only the edge pixels of one frame of an image sequence. Here we use the Canny 
edge detection method to find edges of one image. Canny edge detection algorithm was propose in 1986 
by J. F. Canny[5].  
After Canny operator be used, we can get an edge mask image. This mask image will be used as the 
data source of the following pattern recognition process, which is to extract edges of the moving object 
from the mask. Here we make an assumption as following: The background is moving or not. If the 
background is moving, it should be a global dynamic. That is to say, the moving of the background 
should be rigid.  
According to above assumptions, we should distinguish edges in the mask into two kinds—
background or object. If the edge is belong to the background, pixels at the two side of the edge should 
move the same way; if the edge is belong to the moving object, pixels at the two side of the edge should 
move the different way. Then we can classify the edges in the mask image according to following criteria: 
If the pixels at the two side of the edge are moving the same way, the edge should belong to the 
background; if the pixels at the two side of the edge are moving the different way, the edge should belong 
to the object. In this paper, we use the pattern recognition method to distinguish the different moving of 
pixels. After all edges in the mask image are distinguished, the edge belonging to the object should be 
remained, while those edges belonging to background should be removed.  
3. Background edge removal 
In our algorithm, the Canny edge detection algorithm runs in 5 separated steps: (1) Smoothing; (2) 
Finding gradients and orientations; (3) Non-maximum suppression; (4) Double threshold; (5) Edge 
tracking.  
3.1. Motion segmentation model 
In order to make it suitable for parameterization, model-based segmentation method is usually 
established with optical-flow equation. Generally, parameterized motion segmentation model can be used 
for a compact representation of the motion field [6]. In this paper, we employ a six-parameter affine 
motion model. 
The affine motion segmentation model comes from the 2-D motion field on the image. It has the 
following form: 
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where a1... a6 denote the affine-motion parameters of the pixel (x, y) in the image. ( )( )y,xv b,A denotes the 
velocity as predicted in the model. 
3.2. Motion parameters estimation 
Define C1 as the area at one side of an edge, and C2 as the area at the other side. Pixels in C1 are 
moving the same way, so do pixels in C2. We can denote the affine parameter vector as following: 
( ) 2,1iaaaaaaA T6,i5,i4,i3,i2,i1,ii ==                                 (2) 
where i denotes the one side of an edge.  
If every pixel in an area Ci has the same behave, there should be the following function: 
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3.3. Background edges removal based on pattern recognition 
Here we assumed that there always were some small areas aside of an edge. All pixels in one of these 
areas are moving the same way. So if pixels belonging to the areas locating at the two side of the edge are 
moving the same way, that is to say, pixels at the different side of edge have the same behave, this edge 
should belong to the background, and should be removed. If pixels belonging to the areas locating at the 
two side of the edge are moving the different way, that is to say, pixels at the different side of edge have 
the different behave, this edge should belong to the object, and should be remained. 
In the pattern recognition process, we choose the motion vector Ai, i=1, 2 as the feature of pattern 
recognition, and define the distance measure D(x, y) between two affine motion parameter vectors A1 and 
A2 is given by: 
( ) ( ) ( )21T2121)y,x( AAMAAA,AD −−=                                              (4) 
where M is a 6×6 scaling matrix. (x, y)is the location of a pixel on one of edges,A1 is the motion 
parameter vector of a small area on one side of the pixel (x, y), A2 is the motion parameter vector of a 
small area on the other side of the pixel (x, y). 
3.4. Analysis of the threshold DK.
In this paper, we analyzed the statistical feature of the distance measure D(x, y) by histograms. Fig 1 
shows histograms of D(x, y) of images chosen from some image sequences, where the scaling matrix M is 
chosen as an identity matrix. Fig 1 (a) is the edge mask image of the 17th frame of the “Ping Pang” 
sequence, and Fig 1(b) is the histogram of the distance measure D(x, y) of this frame. 
In this paper, we use the histogram to approximate the distribution of D. After large number of 
analysis work, we found that the distribution of the distance D(x, y) is consists of two parts: One part of 
the histogram includes most of the distance D of edge pixels which are grouped together near the origin 
of the histogram, and other part is the rest of D of edge pixels which are distributed at the other positions 
of the histogram uniformly. Those edge pixels near the origin have a smaller value of D, so they should 
come from background; the other pixels have a larger value of D, so they should belong to the object. 
According to above discussion, we can make the following classification criteria: Those edge pixels with 
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the D which are grouped together near the origin of the histogram should belong to the edge of 
background; those rests of edge pixels should belong to the moving object. 
Here we can define a classification point DK. Those edge pixels with the distance D less than DK 
should belong to the background, other wise, those edge pixels should belong to the object. From the 
histogram, we can find that there is an inflexion point on the histogram curve. Most of the edge pixels are 
located at the left hand of the point, and the rest pixels are located at the right hand of it. In this paper, we 
choose this inflexion point as the classification point of edge pixels. If the pixel with D less that the 
inflexion point, the pixel should belong to background, other wise, the pixel should belong to object. 
The background edge removal process consists of the following steps: 
(1). Estimate A1 and A2 of areas aside of a pixel of edge according to function (3). In this paper, the small 
areas are chosen as 2×2 pixels. 
(2). Calculation the distance D(x, y) of every edge pixel according to the function (4). 
(3). Determine the value of DK according to the histogram. 
(4). If the distance D(x, y) is larger that the classification point DK, remain the edge pixel, if not, remove it. 
(a)                                                               (b) 
Fig 1. Some Canny edge image and their histogram of the distance measure D(x, y) 
4. Experimental results 
In this paper, we used MPEG4 test sequence “Big.Buck.Bunny”, “Silent”, and “Ping Pang” to test our 
algorithm. Fig 2 shows images selected from these image sequences. Fig 2 (a) and 2(b) shows the 2013th 
and 2014th frames of the “Big.Buck.Bunny” sequence; 2 (c) and 2 (d) shows the 5th and 6th frames of the 
“Silence” sequence; 2 (e) and 2 (f) shows the 16th and 17th frames of the “Ping Pang” sequence. 
Fig 3 shows the segmentation results of the image sequences listed above, where fig 3(a) is the map of 
the optical flow field of “Big.Buck.Bunny”, fig 3(b) is the Canny edge mask, and fig 3(c) is the result of 
background edge removal; fig 3(d) is the map of its optical flow field of “Silence”, fig 3(e) is the Canny 
edge mask, and fig 3(f) is the result of background edge removal; fig 3(g) is the map of its optical flow 
field of “Ping Pang”, fig 3(h) is the Canny edge mask, and fig 3(i) is the result of background edge 
removal. 
               (a)                              (b)                             (c)                          (d)                               (e)                          (f) 
Fig 2. Images selected from text sequences “Big Buck Bunny”, “Silence” and “Ping Pang” 
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From the experimental results, we can find that our algorithm can remove the background edge 
effectively, and most of the moving edges are remained. Our program is written by Microsoft Visual C++ 
6.0, our CPU is IntelCore2 DUO T7100 with 1 GB internal memory. The DK of “Big.Buck.Bunny” is set 
as 5; the DK of “Silence” is set as 7; The DK of “Ping Pang” is set as 30. Because our method needn’t 
process pixels of an image one by one, and needn’t any search or release steps, the calculation work is 
reduced largely. 
(a)                             (b)                           (c)                            (d)                             (e)                             (f) 
(g)                             (h)                           (i)  
Fig 3 Segmentation results of the Sequence “Big Buck Bunny”, “Silence” and “Ping Pang” 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, in order to solve the occlusion problem, we propose a new motion segmentation method. 
In this method, a Canny Operator is used in one image at first, and a motion segmentation method based 
on pattern recognition is used to remove the background edge in the Canny segmentation result. Because 
there isn’t any search or release process in our method, and the whole image processing is not needed, the 
calculation work is reduced significantly. 
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